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Ashley Roman - Activate! Change Drivers  
 

Position:  Western Cape Nodal Leader  
 
Length of time at current organisation: 6 years 
 
Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 
I entered the organisation in its conception 2012 as a facilitator of the 
Western Cape Team facilitator. As a result of my institutional and steeped 
knowledge of the organisation I was promoted to Nodal Leader in 2015. 
 

What excites you about the work you do? 
The work we are involved in is life work, it invites me in different ways to add value to our country, society, 
communities and individuals. I am excited about the possibility of our work at Activate! which is to drive change for 
the common good.  
 
Do you have a nickname? Ash  
 
What is your superpower? I live in an animated world in my head , I link various things together from my lived reality 
and animate it in my mind.  

 

Ath’enkosi Sopitshi - DG Murray Trust - Bumb’INGOMSO 

Position: Monitoring and Communications Manager  

Length of time at current organisation: 2 years, 3 months 

Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 

My professional background is in healthcare innovation, youth development and 

women’s health, joining Bumb’INGOMSO felt like the logical next step for me. The 

project also provided the opportunity to be part of developing something 

unprecedented in my home province. Moreover, rethinking approaches to HIV 

prevention by directly focusing on the socio-economic factors that increase young 

women’s risk of infection. The project also gave me the opportunity to do work I find 

meaningful and it is aligned with my personal politics. There is great opportunity for 

change and that excited me.   

What excites you about the work you do? 

Pockets of potential. The project has just concluded its first year of implementation; I have met young women who 

have started their transformation journeys because of our programmes that gets me excited each day. Secondly, I 

constantly feel challenged and I am learning a lot, I am growing personally and in my career.  The young women who 

are participating in our programmes have taught me a lot as well. They are a big highlight for me. 

Do you have a nickname?: Athi 

What is your superpower?: Infectious Laugher – I can make people laugh at nothing plus, I have the coolest lame jokes.  
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Xolile Charmaine Zondi – Tshikululu Social Investments 

Position: Client Relationship Manager 

Length of time at current organisation: 2 years 3 months 

Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 

joined Tshikululu in January 2016 as a social investment analyst, where I was 

responsible for programme management, grant analysis and social investments 

recommendations as part of the fund management team. I have managed 

programmes that are funded in the creative arts, gender-based violence, cervical 

cancer, education and community strengthening spaces. This included social 

investment decisions, playing a key part of Monitoring and evaluation (including site 

visits), stakeholder management and project management. In November 2017, I started acting in my current role as 

Client Relationship Manager (CRM). I became CRM in February 2017. I am responsible for the strategy formulation 

and implementation of the RMB Fund’s programmes in the creative arts and environment sector. I also manage the 

Innovation for Impact Awards and Thought Leadership programmes for the FirstRand Foundation. Going forward I will 

be the CRM for the 1st for women foundation as well as the RMB BEE Trusts. In Tshikululu, I am the Deputy Chair of 

the TEEC Committee, the Staff Bursary and Tshikululu Giving ad-hoc committees. Going forward I am Project lead for 

Tshikululu Mandela Day activities for 2018. 

What excites you about the work you do? 

The running theme in my life has always been playing a role in reducing the inequality in South Africa. I am excited 

about my role as a CRM in looking at different funding models and how these can bring about impact. Being part of a 

team of social investors that are talented, hard-working and think about the big picture really gets me excited about 

coming to work and making my contribution. I think the contribution I make now towards South Africa, a country that 

I love and am passionate about will ultimately shape how we leave a legacy for the future. The big goal is working 

everyday towards my aspiration. My aspiration is to play a key role in providing pragmatic solutions that will elevate 

and transform education in South Africa to compete on a global stage. 

Do you have a nickname?: Char/Xoli 

What is your superpower?: Empathy 

 

Cullen Mackenzie - Catholic Institute of Education 

Position: Knowledge and Research Manager 

Length of time at current organisation: 2 years 

Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 

I had left CIE in order to teach and had been doing so for 3 years. I'd had continuing 

work in terms of one CIE project that I evaluated each year, and so when I was asked to 

come back I had never really left. I entered a post created for me - previously, M&E 

had been a minor part of the organisation's work, and people had muddled along - and 

spent the first year working out what information we had, what processes were in 

place and how best to improve the way we monitored and evaluated. I have actively 

sought ways to improve my data analysis techniques (quantitative and qualitative) and 

have worked to create a clear and effective way of telling the story of the work we do. It hasn't been easy, and I have 
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had to return to the drawing board three or four times on some aspects of the work, but I am beginning to feel that 

knowledge and research management is actually a thing (rather than just my job-title or an idea).   

What excites you about the work you do? 

I get excited about most of my work, but particularly about the way that I make the data speak - finding the trends and 

underlying patterns in the masses of information and sharing the knowledge with my colleagues in a way that they can 

use it to change things in the schools and skills centres. I get very excited when the data from a survey helps to explain 

an observation from a colleague, or vice versa, and I particularly like the way that each new research task gives me a 

better picture of our work, the schools, the skills centres, and the policy and advocacy landscape in which we're 

working.  

Do you have a nickname?: Yes - Mabhengwane / Mabhengz 

What is your superpower?: Languages (I can speak about 6, and read and get by in about 6 more), and mind-reading / 

telepathy. Sometimes I think that I can foretell the future, although this precognition is temperamental at best and 

depends on the quality of the data I'm analysing!  

 

Jeanne Bodenstein - Rape Crisis Cape Town Trust  

Position: Advocacy Coordinator 

Length of time at current organisation: Two years 

Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 

After my studies, I completed my law articles at the Legal Aid Clinic, University of Stellenbosch. 

I have always been passionate about access to justice and working in the Non-Profit sector 

made sense. Since, I have worked in the corporate and Non-Profit legal sectors and always 

enjoyed creating change for the better. Throughout my career, I have been involved in 

creating positive change, whether on an individual level or on a bigger scale and I believe that 

access to justice and social justice forms a big part of this. I joined Rape Crisis in 2016 an this 

role I am responsible for coordinating all campaign efforts, leading a team of volunteers, lobbying decision makers and 

providing technical expertise relating to legal advocacy.  Specifically, I head the Rape Survivors’ Justice Campaign, our 

one-ask advocacy campaign holding government accountable for the rollout of sexual offences courts. 

What excites you about the work you do? 

Working with the law excites me. Using the law to create systemic change that improves rape survivors’ experience of 

the criminal justice system is a privilege. I enjoy engaging with decision makers, establishing interests and using this to 

achieve the change we need. 

Do you have a nickname?: No 

What is your superpower?: Planning…….and baking 
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Kabi Krige - Malamulele Onward 

Position: Occupational Therapist – Residential Therapy and Training Programme 

Coordinator 

Length of time at current organisation: 4 years 

Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 

I was the inexperienced underdog with heart. I did not have enough experience 

to validate me getting the position at Malamulele Onward.  My first few months 

at Malamulele Onward I was instructed to be a sponge, to soak up all learning. 

After a year with the organisation, I was thrown into the deep end when I was the only therapist left due to staff 

changes. That is when I had to emerge from the sponge role to the mirror. Showing people what to do, I had to be the 

example. In this time, I learnt confidence and developed into my own. I changed how we do things to make things 

more effective and stepped into a strategic role. I had to become the teacher, this helped me to examine and test 

what works best.  

I now coordinate our intensive therapy blocks (RTTP), mentor other therapists and therapy assistants. I am part of the 

management team at MO. The RTTP has become the organisations’ test ground for new ideas. This puts me in a key 

strategic position within the team.  

What excites you about the work you do? 

Seeing a change in people. A change in their attitude, their ability and their strength. 

Do you have a nickname? Kiki 

What is your superpower? Humor  

 

Marshall Rinquest  - Greyton Transition Town  

Position: Director  

Length of time at current organisation: 6 Years  

Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 

At the age of 18 I was ask to join the our local Conservation society board as the 

community saw my passion for the environment. I live in Greyton one of the 

most beautiful places in South Africa, surrounded with mountains and valleys. As 

a teenager, I was always concerned with how I can protect this unique 

environment. I started volunteering at our local schools starting Environmental 

clubs as a way of educating our children on how protect our/the environment as 

much as possible, I then did a Permaculture design course[PDC], this open a 

whole new world for in terms of Holistic management, how to live,  garden and to everything to work with the 

Ecosystem and not against it.  So, this is where a big chunk of my passion lays ‘’ Holistic Management to benefit the 

environment. 

In 2013, I joined the Greyton Transition Town Movement / NGO as the Environmental Educator this is where my 

passion become my job, I was surely lucky to be in a position where I feel that educating people about the 

Environment is my job. In 2014, I become a Climate Reality leader personally trained by AL Core and team from USA.  
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This is a worldwide portal/Movement that educate people about Climate Change and working with groups of people 

to show them how to live a low impact life. So, currently I am the director of Greyton Transition Town. Still the 

environmental educator, but also overseeing all our other projects, which is food Security, Waste Management, 

Humane Education and Environmental education.   

What excites you about the work you do? 

The fact that feel that I stand up in the morning to fulfill my passion and that it does not feel like a job. Its who and 

what I am that’s my job. What excites me the most is working with children/teens and seeing the impact already in my 

community, changing their perspective positively towards their future and the environment.  Lastly, I see myself as a 

change maker and that’s what excites me.  

Do you have a nickname? No  

What is your superpower? My Superpower is making music and working with people. I am very good listener as well, 

and a problem solver. 

 
Mbuyiselo Yanta -  Action Volunteers Africa (AVA) 

 
Position: Self-Development Coordinator  
 
Length of time at current organisation: 3 Years  
 
Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 
I started at AVA as  a Volunteer in 2016 with the year beyond programme, I fell in love with 
the Self-Development model. I applied for the Self-Development post advertised for 2016 
and in 2017 I started working as the Self-Development officer and the this year I am working 
as the Self-Development Manager, I over-see all the Self-Development in the different 
programmmes. 
 

What excites you about the work you do? 
I am passionate about working with young people and AVA makes it a possibility for me to do so.I get exposed to a lot 
of other opportunities like this DG Murray Trust Fellowship and it is good for my networking as well. 
 
Do you have a nickname? Mbuyi 
 
What is your superpower? Getting through to people. 
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Naeemah Sadien - Development Action Group (DAG) 

Position: Project Officer/ Community Development Facilitator 

Length of time at current organisation: 19 months 

Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 

It is only towards the end of my school career that I found my passion. It served itself like a 

calling; and I quickly realized that my strong love for nature, justice and well-being is what drove 

me to pursue my qualifications in environmental management. I found myself particularly 

interested in the intersectionality of spatial management structures and its effects and or 

impacts on people.  

A people-centered developmental approach has therefore always been my driving force. And is what resulted in the 

design of my thesis project which case studies the effects of  

‘Development meet[ing] preservation’ i.e. how a neighbourhood culture is impacted by regeneration. The results 

highlighted the need to create an enabling environment for participation and was a highly relational process. This is 

what gave directive to my current position at DAG as community development facilitator  

What excites you about the work you do? 

The ability to create an enabling environment for participation through building capacity of community-based 

partners; as well as building and strengthening partnerships with relevant role-players to achieve inclusive forms of 

regeneration.  

Do you have a nickname? Not really… 

What is your superpower? Being organized☺ 

Nomsa Muthaphuli - SmartStart 

Position: Operations Manager 

Length of time at current organisation: 2 years 

Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 

My career began as a plant metallurgist in the gold industry, then as a 

research metallurgist for a mining company for 5 years. I then worked in 

management consulting for a further 5 years. Coming from a family of 

educators, I have always been interested in education and progress of our 

children. When an opportunity came to be able to work in a company that 

has direct impact on the future of our county, rather than just adding to the bottom line of a company, I was quick to 

seize it 

What excites you about the work you do? 

Firstly, working on something that will change the shape of our country based on the exposure to early learning that 

the children will have. Working at establishing a mechanism that will deliver the universal access that we envision, 

which also helps the country towards achieving the NDP goals for early learning. The day to day updates and stories of 

how our programme changes lives of both children and practitioners. Being challenged! 

Do you have a nickname? No 

What is your superpower? Being a mom ☺ 
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Nomxolisi Malope-Rwodzi - SmartStart   

Position: Network Lead 

Length of time at current organisation: 1 year 

Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 

I started my career in research at the HSRC working as an internal for national surveys 

while I was completing my master’s in psychology degree in 2008. In 2010 I joined an 

OVC Child Protection organization called Noah working as a Monitoring, Research & 

Evaluation Manager. In 2012 I joined loveLife, a Youth Leadership Development 

organization and worked there for 5 years in various roles that included groundbreaker 

network manager, programme design, project manager and account manager for Social 

Development and Sports and Recreation SA. I joined SmartStart in February 2017 as the 

Network Lead and am loving my time there. 

What excites you about the work you do? 

It connects me to people who are working hard to bring change in South Africa.  

Do you have a nickname? No. But I’ve created one for the fellowship, “Nox” 

What is your superpower? I can draw people in. 

 

Prenisha Chiba - Malamulele Onward 

Position: Business Manager  

Length of time at current organisation: 5 months and counting (October 2017) 

Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 

I have been fortunate to gain exposure in various industries in my career. I have 

worked in the IT, retail, advertising, franchising, and engineering spaces. Most recently 

I’ve moved into the health sector. My journey has been anything but boring, however, 

I’m fast learning that the non-profit sector is way more exciting and challenging. I have 

an undergraduate degree in Commerce from the University of South Africa (UNISA) and 

a MBA from the University of Witwatersrand. 

My role is a new position in the organisation and as such it will continue to evolve and 

grow, apart from it being focused around business development initiatives, this role 

also involves overseeing daily operations which includes and is not limited to: HR, finance (reporting and budget 

creation), donor relations, marketing and communication.  I have as of March 2018 been invited to serve on the 

organisations Board as an Executive Director.  Immediate responsibilities are:  

• Increase funding opportunities  

• Create and implement business development plan for the organisation 

• Contribute to overall strategy of the organisation  

• Create and implement a sustainable business plan which provides employment for Parent Facilitators 

(integration of Parent Facilitators and children with severe disabilities into the early childhood development 

sector, creating a social enterprise, harnessing B-BBEE opportunities and CSI funding) 
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What excites you about the work you do? 

In my job, I have the opportunity to create solutions to the challenges we face as an organisation. This is very exciting 

from an operational level as I get to implement the strategies that I helped create. It is also a huge responsibility 

because our situation is dire and our beneficiaries depend on us. We are faced with many financial constraints while 

we create and implement our programs and creating solutions for our funding constraints is part of my portfolio.  

Working towards achieving the strategic goals and objectives of our organisation excites me, working through the 

challenges, meeting new people, being exposed to the dedicated team I work with and seeing our beneficiaries all 

contribute to levels of excitement I experience in my job.   Most importantly, the human element of what we do 

excites me.  

Do you have a nickname?  My friends call me Pren   

What is your superpower? Perseverance 

 

Spokazi Tiywani -  Small Projects Foundation (Partner with Bumb’INGOMSO) 
 
Position: Communications Officer 
 
Length of time at current organisation: 1 Year 
 
Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 
In August 2013 I launched my career at Bay TV, A Community Television Station 
in Port Elizabeth. I started off as a Researcher for the Youth and Education 
shows, my responsibilities were providing support to the producer and the 

production team. In May 2014 I was promoted and I was a Producer for the same show, I was responsible for the pre 
and post production process, developing content, casting talent and writing scripts. This role also opened the door for 
me to be a Mentor to two Journalism Students from NMMU. During my memorable tenure at Bay TV I was also a 
Presenter for three Current Affairs shows and a voice over artist for one of our religious programs. In January 2015 I 
joined Johnson & Johnson as a Communications Intern. This was a great step for my career as it exposed me to the 
manufacturing industry and the corporate environment which I enjoy so much. My Program was divided into three, 
Communication, Events Coordination and Administration. In February 2016 I joined Mercedes-Benz as a Corporate 
Affairs Intern, I had the pleasure of working under three strategic portfolios namely, Internal Communications, 
Corporate Communications and External Affairs and CSR and Plant events. 
 
What excites you about the work you do? 
Creating and building communications strategies for behaviour change and impact for the youth in our metro. Being 

able to see the change made in the lives of our participants motivates me to live out what our organisation stands for 

and that is servanthood over self. Lastly knowing the “Why” behind our work makes me want to wake up and serve 

the young people in our generation. 

Do you have a nickname? Yes, Spoki, Spokololo, Nontombi and Sposh 
 
What is your superpower? I am the world’s best Mom! 
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Tebogo Suping – Activate! Change Drivers 
 
Position: Capacity Building Portfolio Manager 
 
Length of time at current organisation: 6 years 
 
Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 
I started my Activate journey as a curious and analytical participant in 2012 and in 2013 I was 
a facilitator; gaining much experience of harvesting and imparting knowledge and skills in a 
youth learning space. 
In 2015 I became national coordinator; responsible for stakeholder engagement, campaign 
management; as well as representing Activate in presidential youth working group as part of 
the national youth policy process which is still ongoing. 

At the end of 2017 I became the capacity building portfolio manager. My role entails providing strategic support for 
the organisation, tracking impact and the implementation of our theory of change, as well as linking activators to 
resources and platforms that will enable them to connect, cross collaborate, share their stories and strengthen their 
abilities and skills set. My key strength is connectedness. I believe in the power of the collective and synergising our 
talents and passions; which comes out in everything I put hands on. I am an executer and pride myself in my high work 
ethic. Part of my growth at Activate is as a result of my willingness to extend myself above and beyond what is 
required of me and taking along others with me on the journey. 
 
What excites you about the work you do? 
I love that we are contributing towards building a better future not just for us but for the good of this country. We are 
in a great position to engage and empower youth to take an active role in addressing and resolving issues that affect 
them (creating agency), showcasing a positive story of what is possible; re-writing the negative narrative associated 
with young people; and being able to fill in the many little gaps that have such a great impact on the livelihood of 
others and the development of our communities. 
I love the vast knowledge pool I can tap into from engaging people from all walks of life; each one with their own 
unique story to tell.  
 
Do you have a nickname? T Lol, yes just T 
 
What is your superpower? I’m not sure how to answer this 
 

 
Tess Nolizwe Peacock - Tshikululu Social Investments  

 
Position: Social Investment Specialists 
 
Length of time at current organisation: 7 months 
 
Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 
I have a B.Soc.Sci and LL.B from the University of Cape Town and an LL.M from Harvard 
University. I am admitted attorney and completed my law articles of clerkship with 
Webber Wentzel Attorneys before moving to the Legal Resources Centre as their first 
researcher on a Ford Foundation International Human Rights project. I then clerked at 

the Constitutional Court with Justice Cameron and with Acting Justices Leeuw and Jappie. After completing my 
Masters in Law at Harvard, I felt disconnected and removed from the complexities of overcoming poverty. I therefore 
decided to move to Nqileni Village, a remote rural village in the former Transkei, to work for the Bulungula Incubator 
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as their Innovation Hub Manager to obtain grassroots health and education experience as well as to prioritise learning 
isiXhosa. 
 
What excites you about the work you do? 
I was offered the job, with an almost clean slate to come up with something bold and innovative in basic education 
that could potentially be high risk and take a long-term view. It’s quite a unique opportunity and was a significant pull 
factor from my previous job. I also have the opportunity to work across sectors (public, private, NGOs), to encourage 
collaboration and connect the dots to amplify impact. It’s also a great opportunity for me to get in-depth education 
sector experience.  
 
Do you have a nickname? Yes, lots  
 
What is your superpower? Idealism  
 

 
Yolanda Bomvana - Action Volunteers Africa (AVA) 

 
Position: Programme Co-ordinator 
 
Length of time at current organisation: 4 years 
 
Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 
It was a self- discovery journey. I started working for the organisation as a 
volunteer. I worked as a site coordinator for two years. 2016 I was part of 
the team that piloted the work for progress program. The main thing that 

drove me to this path was my passion for youth development. Attended the self -development sessions that are done 
by the organization. I also did a wellness session with a group volunteers. The session was about changing bad eating 
habits and living a healthy life style.  
 
What excites you about the work you do? 
Seeing the youth I work with develop. Every morning I go to work looking forward to the day as our vision is being 
alive with the young people I work with. Getting more partners and having feedback sessions with them. Having 
reflection sessions with the volunteers and coming with solutions of the challenges they are facing with them. Making 
them see the bigger picture. 
 
Do you have a nickname? Yols 
 
What is your superpower? Motivational speaking, inspiring others with my experience. 
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Zeenat Hendricks - Rape Crisis Cape Town Trust 

Position: Communications Coordinator 

Length of time at current organisation: 1 year and 5 months 

Tell us a bit about your journey to your current role: 

My journey towards my current role has been quite a diverse one. In my brief 

time of working, which is about 7 years I have opened myself up to, many 

different learning experiences to enhance my career. Hence going from working 

in a very robust marketing & advertising environment to moving into the 

nonprofit sector. Journeying through I have discovered a greater love for people, innovation and creativity. This has in 

tern strengthened and continues to support me in using my skills in a more meaningful way. More importantly the 

journey has taught me to work towards gaining valuable experiences that impact your life, your character and how 

your perceptions are formed.  

What excites you about the work you do? 

What excites me is the possibilities, the opportunities, the challenges, the progressive impact and direct link into 

making a difference in the world. Much of the work Rape Crisis does was foreign to me before I started working for 

the organization however, now the idea of learning new things really excites me for the future developments of the 

organization and for my own personal growth. 

Do you have a nickname? Zee 

What is your superpower? All kinds of Zen energy ☺ 
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Nicole Biondi – Guest Speaker, Dinner 24th March at Chartfield Guesthouse 

Nicole Biondi is the strategic head of marketing and communications activities for 
Innovation Edge - a grant making and investment platform with a social impact agenda. She 
focuses on the needs and opportunities of the investment platform, as well as offering a 
range of support for individual investments within the portfolio. 
 
In addition to being a skilled strategist and communicator, Nicole brings her dynamic 
leadership abilities, event management, public speaking and coaching skills. She has 15 
years experience in the fields of marketing, communications and public relations within a 
number of sectors. 
 
Oustide of her '9 to 5', Nicole is also a performance poet, voice artist, writer and host of 
murder mystery adventures, and an avid runner. 

 
She loves misty mornings on the mountain, kicking-back on Friday evenings with her 18-year old daughter and is really 
good (not irritating at all) at asking ‘why?’ 
 

Annie Hanekom – Guest Facilitator, “Knowing Yourself: The 9 Ennegrams Types” Monday 26th March  

Annie is an independent leadership practitioner, Owner of The T Room and a Senior 

Associate at Lockstep, a boutique Leadership consultancy.  

After completing her undergraduate and postgraduate degrees in English, Psychology 

and Marketing Management at UCT, Annie spent eight years travelling extensively 

and working in the UK, Europe and the US.  

She started her career in the IT training arena, and then transitioned into the world 

of organizational and personal development consulting and facilitation. Having 

served a diverse client base in consulting roles ranging from programme designer to 

facilitator to coach, Annie was introduced to the notion of servant leadership. Her 

interest in this concept fuelled much of her subsequent work, as she returned to South Africa in 2006.  

While still consulting to clients in Europe and the US, she helped establish the South African arm of a global NGO, 

Lucca Leadership. Traveling between Italy and South Africa, she facilitated leadership programs for young people 

(aged between 16 and 30), based on the premise of servant-based leadership.  

Her current focus is around significantly deepening her focus on crafting ethical and purpose-driven organizations that 

value and nurture all stakeholders. She is relentlessly driven to unearth the innate goodness in people, and to inspire 

organizations to follow an ethical course with purpose.  
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Nomvula Dlamini – Guest Speaker, Dinner 26 March at Chartfield Guesthouse 

I have worked for 21 years as a social facilitator and organisation development 

practitioner with the Community Development Resource Association (CDRA) and was 

appointed Director in 2011.  

My accumulative experience is in facilitating social  transformation processes, designing 

& facilitating stakeholder dialogues & collaborations and designing action research 

processes in search of innovative practices that improve developmental impact. 

Although the work of the CDRA is rooted in and focused in South African, I have been 

privileged to work with civil society formations in Southern and East Africa as well as in 

Sweden, Finland and Netherlands.   

I hold a Masters degree in Adult Learning and Global Change, an inter-continental 

programme jointly delivered by the University of the Western Cape (South Africa), 

Linkoping University (Sweden), University of British Columbia in Canada and Sydney Technologies University 

(Australia). I have published various articles on the CDRA web-site (www.cdra.org.za) and have contributed as author 

to Barefoot Guides 2 and 4 (www.barefootguide.org). I regularly get invited to speak at national and international 

conferences and contribute as practitioner to panel discussions.  

As a proactive, adaptable and conscientious social facilitator I am an effective team player and take initiative in 

situations that demand it. I am passionate about mentoring young people and appreciate opportunities to learn from 

their creative energies. I have the ability to overcome challenges through a questioning approach, an openness to 

learning and by drawing on the diversity of voices, experiences, perspectives and knowledges when working with 

people and communities. Transcendental meditation, reading and gardening are passions through which I nurture 

myself.   

 

Dr. David Harrison – Guest Speaker & CEO DGMT, Dinner 28th March at Chartfield Guesthouse 

David Harrison is the CEO of the South African grant-making foundation, the DG Murray 

Trust.  

After completing his medical internship in 1990, David joined the Child Health Unit of the 

University of Cape Town, working on policy issues related to child health, nutrition and 

early childhood development. He completed an MSc(Med) related to the planning of child 

health services in Khayelitsha.  

In 1991, he founded the Health Systems Trust (HST), a non-government organisation 

supporting health policy and services development in South Africa. In his capacity as 

Director of HST, he established the South African Health Review – an annual assessment of 

health and health care, and the Initiative for Sub-District Support, working with the 

Department of Health to improve the quality of health care in clinics throughout South Africa.  

In 2000, he completed a Masters in Public Policy at the University of California at Berkeley, before returning to South 

Africa to head up loveLife, a national HIV prevention programme for young people. In 2010, he joined the DG Murray 

Trust, which has a significant focus on early childhood development (ECD) and education and opportunities for young 

people.  

 

http://www.cdra.org.za/
http://www.barefootguide.org/
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Janet Jobson – Deputy CEO, DGMT 

Janet Jobson is the Deputy CEO of the DG Murray Trust, a strategic social investor that 

works towards building a South Africa where all people can fulfil their potential. The DGMT 

is one of the largest private foundations in South Africa and works through connecting, 

communicating, and commissioning strategies to achieve three key goals:  

• An innovative and inclusive society; 

• All children being on-track by Grade 4; and 

• All young people getting their first decent job. 
 

Janet joined the Trust in 2011, initially to head-up their work in the field of leadership 

development for public innovation – which included driving the establishment of the 

Activate! network for public innovation. Since then she has played a range of roles, including leading a special focus on 

the structural and social dynamics that shape people and programme outcomes.  

Prior to joining the Trust, Janet worked with a range of civil society organisations focused on human rights, social 

justice, and youth participation. Among these, she was the National Youth Coordinator for Amnesty International 

South Africa (2004-2005), the Chair of the Global Youth Steering Committee for CIVICUS (2007-2008), and a founding 

member of the South African Girl Child Alliance and Girls Education Movement in Africa (2000-2002).  

Janet completed a BA (Hons) degree in History at Rhodes University as a Mandela Rhodes Scholar. Her academic work 

then took her to Oxford University, where she completed an MPhil in Development Studies as a Rhodes Scholar. In 

2009-10 she was a Jeanne Sauvé Public Leadership Fellow based in Montreal, Canada.  

 

Cynthia Rayner – Curriculum Developer & Facilitator 

Cynthia Schweer Rayner is an independent consultant, researcher and writer, 

currently affiliated with the Bertha Centre for Social Innovation and 

Entrepreneurship at the University of Cape Town Graduate School of Business.  

Cynthia’s current research focuses on “system entrepreneurship,” or how social 

entrepreneurs can use strategies beyond service delivery to influence social 

systems for sustainable change. Cynthia is especially interested in research that 

makes the connection between practice and theory, providing useful tools for 

organisations and their leaders to achieve greater impact.  

Cynthia consults to social enterprises and investors with the aim of designing 

sustainable business and investment models that achieve positive outcomes for 

society. A former management consultant, Cynthia worked in the corporate 

sector for many years before shifting to the social sector after completing her MBA. In her corporate career, Cynthia 

provided strategy, supply chain and cost reduction advisory services to clients in the telecommunications, private 

equity, hospitality and manufacturing industries. Cynthia has operational experience in social enterprises, including 

co-founding the US fundraising operations of an NGO providing care for orphaned and vulnerable children; a 

fellowship with LGT Venture Philanthropy developing a franchise scaling model for mothers2mothers; and serving as 

program director for Generation Ubuntu, a Khayelitsha-based NGO providing support and education to children living 

with HIV.  Cynthia has an MBA from INSEAD, a BA in English from Georgetown University, and is currently a PhD 

candidate at the UCT GSB. Originally from Houston, Texas, she is now proud to call South Africa home. 

http://www.dgmt.co.za/
http://mandelarhodes.org/
http://www.rhodeshouse.ox.ac.uk/
http://jeannesauve.org/
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Carol-Ann Foulis – Innovation Director, DGMT 

Carol-Ann currently heads up the Innovative and Inclusive Society strategy at the DGMT. She 

has been with the organization for 9 years, working in a number of different roles including 

grants management, communications and portfolio management. In 2014, she co-designed 

and launched the early learning social franchise, SmartStart. 

Prior to her work at DGMT, she worked in the NGO sector for over a decade. She has a 

Masters in Development Studies from the Institute of Social Studies (ISS) in the Hague, 

Netherlands. 

 As a working mother, she has no time for hobbies! 

 

 

Fefekazi Mavuso – Innovation Manager, DGMT 

I would describe myself as witty, compassionate and dedicated to social change- with a 

strong passion for people. 

Experience: I have worked for the DG Murray Trust for more than 3 years. I started off as a 

Grants Coordinator and after 6 months I took over the Resourceful Young Children’s 

Portfolio as a Portfolio Manager. Currently, I am an Innovation Manager for the Innovative 

and Inclusive Society Unit. Over the years my experience has involved contributing to the 

success and implementation of projects (grantees and pro-active). Coordinating the 

administrative and programmatic compliance of partners. Building strong relationships 

with partners in the sector and identifying critical opportunities to leverage through 

strategic connections. I have an interest in ECD (Early Childhood Development) policies 

and strategies, in particular the mental health and social connectedness of mothers. 

Previous Work Experience:  Graduate Intern for the Western Cape Department of Economic Development and Tourism 

and Allan Gray Operations Consultant. 

 Educational Background: (UWC) - BCom Honours Economics and a Post Graduate Diploma in Child and Family Studies. 

Currently an MA Candidate. 

 

Courtney Schoon – Fellowship Programme Manager 

Courtney is an experienced social sector professional working as an independent 
consultant in Cape Town. Her experience spans across multiple geographies, issue 
areas and functions. She has held various roles with an emphasis on operations, 
measurement and programme design and implementation. 
 
Her career in the social sector began in South Africa. She came to South Africa from 
Texas as a Peace Corps Volunteer where she spent two years as a Non-Profit 
Capacity Builder with Lifeline in Mafikeng. After completing her service, Courtney 
chose to remain in South Africa and continue working on social change initiatives, 
specifically in entrepreneurial development and enterprise development.  
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Several years later, Courtney returned to the US where she continued her focus on entrepreneurship and economic 
development. Based in New York City, she managed operations and measurement for two of the city’s largest 
workforce development centers and served as the Deputy Director of Echoing Green’s Global Fellowship programme – 
a prestigious two-year Fellowship awarded to the most promising social entrepreneurs from around the world each 
year.  
 
Courtney holds a BBA from the Mays School of Business at Texas A&M University and a postgraduate certification in 
Non-Profit Management from Columbia University. Courtney is thrilled to have returned to South Africa where her 
interest in social development was nurtured. She has re-engaged with the local social sector through various projects 
and enjoys exploring Cape Town’s various beaches and trails with her family.  

 


